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Editorial
Welcome to the real world. Ok, make that “the new newsletter”. So much have happened at
Nikonians since the last newsletter and this made us yearn for an improved one. This is the
result. We thought it deserved its own
domain, so it now resides at
www.nikonian.org (note the missing “s” at
the end). Feel free to give us feedback on it
using the feedback discussion thread in the
Nikonians Café.
Since last time, we have been in Canada
and we met in Brussels. In this edition, you
can read about it and see some of the
images we took there.
With members from over 100 countries,
many Nikonians do not celebrate
Christmas, but to the ones of you who are,
the whole team at Nikonians is wishing you
nice holidays with cool temperatures for
safe film storage.
By the way, we have slightly improved our
logo – hope you like it.
And remember, no matter where you are,
Nikonians is never far away. The image to
the right of a Nikonian from South Korea
is a good example.
Bo Stahlbrandt & J. Ramón Palacios
bo@nikonians.org
jrp@nikonians.org
Nikonian HT Lee from South Korea on the 3rd ANPAT in
Manitoba with a fully loaded Markins backpack.
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New in The Community
This section contains information about the latest
development in the community and things you
need to when you interact with other members.

Updated terms of use
We have updated our terms of use. Nothing scary
or any hooks. Please read it so that you’re up-todate.
http://www.nikonians.org/html/about/
terms_of_use.html

New membership levels
Together with our new gallery system, available
1st of February 2004, we are introducing a new
membership structure.

The Nikonian Photographer ID is exclusively
for Gold and Platinum Members.

The levels are:
Free Membership
No changes and free of charge. You can access the forums, ask questions and help others by
providing information.
Silver Membership
Current donors will automatically receive this membership level in January 2004. This level
includes:
✑ Image Gallery. The personal image gallery is located on the high performance Nikonians gallery
server, where you can upload and manage your own images. 15Mbyte of space is enough to hold
e.g. 200 x 75Kbyte images or 100 x 150Kbyte images.
✑ Access to Nikonians Events and Conventions
✑ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours and Workshops
✑ Image upload in forums
Silver Membership is 25 US Dollars / Euro per year.
Gold Membership
This is a new membership level. It comes among others with more gallery space and the new
Nikonians ID card.
✑ Image Gallery like in Silver Membership, but with 50Mbyte space, equaling to 660 x 75Kbyte
images or 330 x 150 Kbyte images.
✑ Access to Nikonians Events and Conventions and 50% off on the fee
✑ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours and Workshops and up to 10% off on the price
✑ The exclusive Nikonian Photographer ID
The Gold Membership is 75 US Dollars / Euro per year. Current Silver Members can upgrade to
Gold for 35 US Dollars / Euro if made prior to January 31st 2004 - you are saving 15 Dollars.
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Platinum Membership
The most exclusive membership level comes with a very large gallery, free access to Events and
Conventions and other benefits:
✑ Image Gallery like in Gold Membership, but with 200Mbyte space, equaling to 2500 x 75Kbyte
images or 1250 x 150 Kbyte images.
✑ Free Access to Nikonians Events and Conventions
✑ Access to Nikonians Photo Tours and Workshops and up to 10% off on the price
✑ The exclusive Nikonian Photographer ID
✑ Nikonians Exlusive Patronage Needle to put on your jacket or cap
✑ Nikonians ANPAT CD-ROM Collection (currently 2 CD’s)
The Platinum Membership is 200 US Dollars / Euro per year. Current Silver Members can upgrade
to Platinum for 150 US Dollars / Euro if made prior to January 31st 2004 - You are saving 25 Dollars.
To get your Silver, Gold or Platinum Nikonians membership, or to upgrade your current Silver
membership, please visit this link:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/membership/
Advertisement
Aperture Photographic, the Nikon specialists. We have arguably the widest collection of PreOwned Nikon in the UK. All our quality used manual focus, auto focus and Digital Nikon
equipment is listed on our daily updated website. We also stock the new AIS lens. We
effortlessly deliver Worldwide. 50 yards from the British Museum, Central London.
APERTURE – NIKON AT HEART.
www.apertureuk.com

The Official Nikonians Webring
We have set up a Nikonians Webring for all of you with
your own photo website. Increase your traffic and get
reviewed by the Nikonians Team. The Nikonians
Webring Website of the Month will be featured on
our homepage.
http://www.nikonians.org/ringlink/index.html
We only accept private websites owned by Nikonians,
that is, you must be a member of the Nikonians
community prior to registering your site in the webring and we do not accept commercial listings.
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Philippe (Photophil) our wildlife moderator, received his certificate from the hands of Bo Stahlbrandt
at the Brussels event.

The Nikonians Awards
As we come to the closing of 2003, we want to recognize and thank the efforts of all in our
Team, now with the strength of more than 30 enthusiastic volunteers. We believe it is truly
amazing what we have accomplished and most of the credit should go to them. As a modest
token of appreciation, we have now instituted the Outstanding Nikonian of the Year Award.
In 2003, three outstanding members of the Team were awarded, setting an example of
what the Nikonians Spirit is all about:
Philippe Clément (photophil)
Outstanding European Nikonian 2003
Rick Del Prince (RickD)
Outstanding American Nikonian 2003
Paul Fisher (paul_fisher)
Outstanding Asia Pacific Nikonian 2003
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Nikonians Store
The Nikonians Leg wrappers
A brand new item we have made are the tripod leg wraps. The
manufacturer is the same as for our pro straps: OP/TECH USA.
The tripod leg wraps protect the legs against damage, gives you
added comfort against shoulder fatigue and keeps cold metal
legs away from your skin. They also look great. If you have an
aluminum tripod, these are great enhancers. On a carbon tripod,
they look pretty cool as well ;-)
http://www.nikonians.org/html/shop/leg-wraps.html

Polo shirts
We are now taking orders for
the first series of the long
awaited Nikonians Polo
Special Shirts in 100% cotton
heavyweight pique polo. Soft
fashion knit collar with welted
rib sleeve bands and two
buttons, embroidered with
our URL in orange. Sizes are: S,
M, L, XL and XXL and they are
all fairly large. We have a
limited number, so make sure
you get yours today!
http://www.nikonians.org/
html/shop/poloshirts.html

Khaki hats
The popular Nikonian hats are
now available again. We now
also have the hat in khaki - for
Nikonians in hot places.
http://www.nikonians.org/
html/shop/
caps_n_hats1.html

The new leg wraps come in three sizes: 1”, 1.25” and 1.5” diameter

Manitoba 2003 CD
The CD contains 133 images
with technical data and
comments on the photographs
made by the Nikonians who
participated on the trip. Each
member shows their work in a
personal gallery. Of course, all
taken with Nikon equipment.
The images are 800 x 600
pixels. As a bonus, the CD also
contains Photo Tips from
Philippe Clément (Photophil)
for wildlife photography, and
from Mark Golub on how to photograph Northern Lights.
http://www.nikonians.org/html/shop/cdrom-manitoba2003.html
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Events & Happenings
Nikonians Event Brussels December 6th

40 Nikonians met in Brussels on December 6th for a full day of presentations, gear fumbling and
getting to know one another better.
40 European photographers spent "Sinterklaas", the Belgian Santa Claus Day on Dec 6th in a
one-day symposium in Brussels, organized by the international photography community
Nikonians.
At the event the participating Nikonians were shown an impressive private Nikon collection,
received tips and hints from the international nude photographer Pascal Baetens
(www.pascalbaetens.com) and were shown the latest digital cameras while getting to know
each other better.

Marten Goosens from Nikon Belgium explained
how the new LBCAST JFET DX Sensor works.
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Some of the equipment the Nikonians could fumble with in Brussels thanks to the collector and
Nikonian Luc van Niuewenhove.

Lunch was used to get to know one
another better.
There were a lot of discussions at the
tables.
Press release in English:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/about/press/Nikonians-PressRelease-Brussels-2003-1206.pdf
Press release in German:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/about/press/Nikonians-Pressemitteilung-Bruessel-2003-1206.pdf
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The 3rd annual Nikonians photo adventure tour
For five days mid September, Riding Mountain National Park and Onanole Manitoba was home
to the 3rd Annual Nikonians Photo Adventure Tour. Twenty-two Nikonians representing ten
countries converged on the little hamlet of Onanole on the edge of the park. Many of the
participants where able to accomplish personal photographic firsts, like capturing their first
Northern Lights, Black Bears, Moose or vistas of the Boreal Forest on the trip. Others from the
central region of our world were astonished at the length of “Golden Hour” shooting we were
presented with.
Although the environmental conditions where not the best, Nikonians showed their photographic
skills, shooting from an hour before sunrise to well after sunset, then venturing out later in the
night for shooting the Aurora Borealis.
Countless rolls of films and many Mbyte of data space were consumed. The participants have
collaborated on a 3rd AN PAT CD, now available in the community. The CD captures the essence
of the adventure as well as the photographic eye of the Nikonians participating.

Gold Grain by Nikonian Fried Elliott taken with his Nikon on the tour
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This adventure was truly a Nikonian Family experience and the diverse group of photographers,
with varying photographic skills, discovered that photography is a powerful, common language.
A positive experience that the participants will not easily forget.
At the end of the adventure, the winners of the tour contest were celebrated and Marsel van
Oosten from The Netherlands was a happy winner of several categories. The categories were:
“Best of show”, “Bottles”, “Open Category”, “Just Micro”, “River or Roads” and “Plants”.
Category “Best of Show”
1 st Place - Marsel van Oosten (marsel) The Netherlands for his Rivers/Roads entry. Marsel won a
Nikon Coolpix 5400
2nd Place - Bob Johnson (bobj) USA, for his Open entry. Bob won a Streamlight - Stinger Kit
3rd Place - Marsel van Oosten (marsel) for his Open entry. Marsel won the book The Living
World signed by Art Wolfe
Category “Bottles”
1st Place - Marsel van Oosten (marsel), The
Netherlands
2nd Place - Bernie Wahl (Bernie), USA
3rd Place - Bob Tomerlin (drjimbob), USA
Category “Open”
1st Place - Marsel van Oosten (marsel) , The
Netherlands
2nd Place - Bob Johnson (bobj), USA
3rd Place - Bob Tomerlin (drjimbob), USA
Category “Just Micro”
1st Place - Bernie Wahl (Bernie), USA
2nd Place - Bob Johnson (bobj), USA
3rd Place - Bob Tomerlin (drjimbob), USA
Category “River or Roads”
1st Place - Marsel van Oosten (marsel), The
Netherlands
2nd Place - Bob Johnson (bobj), USA
3rd Place - Rimon Rafiah (rimon), Israel
Category “Plants”
1st Place - Bob Johnson (bobj), USA
2nd Place - Louis Larres (quanta), USA
3rd Place - Ronald Wright (rwright), USA

Bob Johnson’s Clear Lake Sunset, taken on the
tour with his Nikon D100

Thanks to Nikon Canada and ephotocraft.com for sponsoring the contest.
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Nikonians in the News
Nikon users are getting published in various magazines, that is nothing new. New is that we
are listing them right here - Good job guys!

Nikonian Richard Ritari gets published, images and story…
http://www.nikonians.org/dcforum/DCForumID64/373.html

Nikonian Tom Boné took top honors for the 2nd year in a row…
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/dcforum/
dcboard.cgi?az=show_thread&om=221&forum=DCForumID64&viewmode=all

Nikonian Jon Hayden wins 4th place at the Associated Collegiate Press News Photo…
http://www.nikonians.org/dcforum/DCForumID64/189.html
Advertisement
Nikon Camera CheatSheets are durable laminated sheets that serve as a quick
reference to your Nikon equipment. They’re small enough to take with you and contain
the essential information you need in the field. They’re like having the manual on a
card. Available for close to all Nikons
http://www.PhotoBert.com/CheatSheet.asp?nik=1
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Product News
The Markins Ball Heads
Modern tripod heads for
outdoor photographers should
be light and very sturdy. After
some hours walk, the total
weight of your backpacked
equipment becomes an issue
and you often wish for a couple
of pounds less on your back.
Since November 1st 2003 is
Markins, a high tech South
Korean manufacturer of
professional
camera
equipment represented in
Europe, The Middle East and
Africa by Nikonians EMEA, the
European subsidiary of
Nikonians.org.

Markins Christmas Edition - Tatiana, the Mexican popstar and
Nikonian and her Markins M10

The professional Q-Balls being
compatible with the full range
of Arca Swiss type plates,
including Foba, Kirk and RRS,
are
available
through
Nikonians. At no more than

580 grams (1.28 lbs), the hardanodized ball heads carry loads of
up to 45 kg (99 lbs) targeting the
weight-oriented, demanding
outdoor-photographer market.
The Markins M10 review has been
updated. Check out
http://www.nikonians.org/html/
resources/non-nikon_articles/
markins/markins_1.html
For more product info, see:
http://www.markinseurope.com

The Markins M10 and M20 with some of the available
plates.
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In the Forums
Lots of things are happening in our forums. Some of the thousands of topics discussed have
been captured here.

Traditional Art Guest Column
By Nikonian Peter J. Crowley
Communicating with your subject, exposing your soul in the hope of capturing a glimpse of
theirs. Now let’s not
jump to the conclusion
that this is a column
about shooting people.
We all talk to ourselves
a little right, right?
We all ask ourselves
“what does this image
say to me?” Before the
shoot you should have
an idea of what you
want to say with these
images, now if your
subject is of the variety
that when they speak
everyone in the room
hears them, not just you,
ask them prior to the
session “What do you
What are these eyes saying?
want to say with the
photographs?” They won’t know, but they will think about it. If your subject speaks only to you,
then you have to answer that and speak for your subject. Relax, if you are nervous so will your
subject. The more you shoot the less you have to think about tech and you can work on
communication. Words are just the hor durve, the eyes speak volumes of truth. Speak with yours
and listen to theirs. Ask what features they like best about themselves and what they don't like.
Listen to the eyes. Stare at them, at first this will be unsettling for both of you but you can develop
a bond, a level of trust and when they stare back at you its time to get the camera.
Join in on the discussion with our guest artist Peter J. Crowley:
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/dcforum/
dcboard.cgi?az=read_count&om=1713&forum=DCForumID38&viewmode=threaded
By the way, there is a new Peter J. Crowley gallery with black and white photographs:
http://www.peterjcrowley.com
Comments on the new images encouraged on his site.

The Tamron Forum
Tamron recently announced a line of exciting new professional standard "Digital Integration"
lenses for film and digital SLR's. Nikonians have reviewed the lenses. Check out the forum for
discussions on these new lenses.
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/dcforum/
dcboard.cgi?az=list&forum=DCForumID18&conf=DCConfID4
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Architecture Forum
Architecture is the built environment. Check out the wonderful
world of buildings. If you have a question about illuminating a
room or what keystoning is, then drop by the Architecture Forum.
Or if you have a picture of a favorite building, post it. Also, be
sure to check out the Architecture Bookshelf.
The architecture forum:
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/dcforum/
dcboard.cgi?az=list&forum=DCForumID51&conf=DCConfID5
The architectural bookshelf:
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/bookshelves/
bookshelves_22.html

London: Sight Unseen
by Lord Snowdon

The new D70 Users Group
For the latest Digital SLR coming out from Nikon, we have the
forum and the discussions. Some Nikonians are already saving
for the D70
Is the D70 for you?
http://www.nikonians.org/usergroups/d70.html

Castles and Palaces
of Europe
by Ulrike Schoeber & Florian
Monheim

A faked D70 made up by someone in
China. The real D70 is easy to detect due
to its red triangle on the grip.
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New Articles and Guides
Our articles and guides are continuously being updated thanks to an active team of users. Read
those hands-on, no-nonsense articles and guides in our resource section. The most recent
additions are:

Nikkor AF 28-200mm/3.5-5.6 ED IF
By Nikonian Victor Newman
Surprising results for a 7.1X zoom travel lens
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/
nikon_articles/nikkor/af/28-200g/28-200g-1.html

Lenses to Bodies Compatibility Chart
Check if that lens you are lusting for will work on your
current body and how
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/nikon_articles/other/compatibility.html

Tamron 28-75mm f/2.8 XR Di AF lens
by Nikonian Paul Fisher
A brief review of what looks like a very good performer at a reasonable price
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/non-nikon_articles/tamron/2875-f28/2875-1.html

Tamron SP AF 180mm f/3.5 Di LD Macro 1:1
by Nikonian Paul Fisher
Another review of a specialized lens at a most convenient price
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/non-nikon_articles/tamron/180-f35/180-1.html

GretagMacBeth Eye-One Photo
By Nikonian Alan Clifton
Deadly serious about color management? Profile your monitor and
RGB devices with Eye-One Photo.

The GretagMacbeth EyeIf you wish to ensure that the colour in images from a digital camera One Spectrophotometer
or scanner will be displayed correctly on your computer monitor and
output correctly to your printer, then you need accurate colour profiles for these devices to allow
translation between the "working space" (such as sRGB or AdobeRGB) of the image data and the
actual colour space of the device. Monitors and printers usually come with standard profiles
developed by the manufacturer, but these are just a starting point: the colour produced by
monitors can vary significantly unit to unit, will drift with time, and the controls allow for radical
alteration of their behaviour; printers are less variable, but differences between batches of ink
and paper can lead to inconsistencies. In addition you may wish to use third party papers in your
printer, a situation that can leave you trying to find the best match among the standard profiles
supplied by the manufacturer.
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/non-nikon_articles/gretamacbeth/i1review1.html
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Neutral Density and Color Graduated Filters
Getting the right exposure under tricky light
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/guides/nd_filters/
nd_grads1.html

How does a digital camera work?
An excellent article on digital basics
by Nikonian Darrell Young
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/guides/digital/
how_does_it_work_1.html

Taking the D2H for a ride
Team member Victor Newman
(vfnewman) took the D2H
together with the D1, the D1X
and a D100 to the racetrack
and to a basketball game for a
really good shoot-out. The
article will be up online soon –
just stay tuned!

Action captured with the new
Nikon D2H DSLR. Make sure
you read the complete article
when it gets online. Also see
the D2H news in this edition.
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New Books
Need a gift for any occasion? If your spouse (or yourself) insists on
“hard” gifts and not yet another pair of socks, you can find plenty of
inspiration in our bookshelves.
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/bookshelves/
index.html
Here you might find that book you have been searching for and very
likely at a 30% discount, or the DVD and many other interesting items.
Remember that by buying from there you help to support Nikonians.
Don’t miss the very dynamic Software, Digital Imaging and Printing
shelf. Oh, and check out the Magazines, with a good selection and
great prices for US addresses.

The Nikon F Trilogy
The German author Uli Koch has written a new three series book
on the famous Nikon F series. This trilogy comes in one slipcase
holding the volumes “The Camera”, “The Lenses” and “The
Accessories”.
The first volume “The Camera” describes the numerous
mechanical and cosmetic changes of the Nikon F body
production run. In this book, the rather unknown “German”
history of the Nikon’s Nikkor is described in detail, both the
competitive dispute and the legal ramifications with Zeiss Ikon
during the 1960’s. It contains images of the F series NASA edition
and other special versions and prototypes as well.

The Nikon F Trilogy. Three books
w. 610 pages and 820
photographs. A must have for
the F collector!

The three books totals 610 pages and 820 photographs in highquality print, showing detailed images of the most successful
professional camera in the 1960’s and early 1970’s.

This reference work on the Nikon F is available for 179 EUR for
all three volumes or 79 EUR per volume. Nikonians are reviewing
the three volumes and there will be an extensive review to read online soon.
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/go-f-series.pl

The Nikon Compendium
Simon Stafford, British photographer and writer, has released the 2nd edition of the “Nikon
Compendium”. We have not been able to get our hands on it yet, but will review it in full soon.
Simon Stafford is a fine writer known from various British photo magazines. Remember to go
to Amazon from the Nikonians community site, should you want to buy this book as we get a
small referral fee.
http://www.nikonians.org/html/resources/bookshelves/bookshelves_2.html
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Upcoming Events
Exhibits
Diana Walker, Photojournalist
An exhibit in conjunction with her book, “Public and Private: Twenty Years Photographing the
Presidency”, chronicling American presidents in their professional and private lives.
National Museum of American History
Washington, DC
October 9, 2003 to January 4, 2004
Info at www.americanhistory.si.edu
Pilgramage: Photographs by Steve McCurry
Exhibit of photographs by Steve McCurry
exploring spirituality in Asia.
National Geographic Explorer Hall
Washington, DC
October 15, 2003 to February 1, 2004
Info at www.nationalgeographic.com/
explorer
Annie Leibovitz: American Music
Exhibit of over 60 portraits of American music Do like Sponge Bob and his friends – Get yourself
some real Nikonians Stuff – Our online store is
legends by famed portrait photographer
open 24 hours a day ☺
Annie Leibovitz.
Experience Music Project
Seattle, Washington
November 8, 2003 to January 19, 2004
Info at www.emplive.com
This exhibit then moves to The Hospital, a gallery of music art in London.
Photo L.A. 2004 - 13th International Photographic Print Exposition
The largest photographic art exhibition in the west featuring works from more than 80
galleries from the U.S. and Europe.
Santa Monica Civic Auditorium
Los Angeles, CA
January 15 to 18, 2004
Info at www.stephencohengallery.com
Women of Our Time
Portraits of 75 women who have made their own mark on the world in the 20th century.
Long Beach Museum of Art
Long Beach, CA
February 6 to April 4, 2004
Info at www.npg.si.edu
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Workshops
Wedding and Portrait Workshop - Mentor Series
Photo Mentor Series instructional seminar aimed at the Wedding, Portrait and Event
photographer. Coral Gables, FL January 17 to 20, 2004. Info at www.mentorseries.com
Photo Adventure France
Popular week-long photo workshops for professional and amateur photographers, that combine
a great way to explore “la belle France”. Workshops begin on March 13, 2004, and run through
December 17, 2004, and are held in Paris, Les Corbieres, and Chateau l’Isle-Marie.
Info, dates, and registration at www.photoadventurefrance.com
There is always more information in the calendar:
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/calendar/calendar.pl
If you have additional information on events that could be of interest to the community, you can
reach Albert W. Coo, our Calendar Coordinator by email: calendar@nikonians.org

The 2004 Nikonians Mexico Workshops
We are currently planning a possible trip in April 2004 to the Caribbean in the Cancun area in
Mexico. Here is the basic plan:
Visit Mayan archaeological sites as no tourist sees them: at dawn/sunrise and sunset times. We
need early and late access and tripod permits and we are dealing with those not so easy issues
with the federal Mexican authorities. We already have alternative locations for sunrises and
sunsets in case permits are not obtained in time.
We have pre-engaged the renowned photographer Pascal Baetens - now working for Elle France
among others - to do three half-day sessions workshop on nude photography. Two of the sessions
would be with live models and the setting will likely be either archaeological areas or old
haciendas.
Although we want these trips to be productive, we also want them to be unstressed, so there
should be some time for siestas or beach strolling, swimming, etc.
This trip is independent of the 4th Annual Nikonians Photo Adventure Trip, scheduled for the Fall
2004, scheduled for a US National Park.
If you have an interest in attending please express it here:
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/dcforum/
dcboard.cgi?az=read_count&om=465&forum=DCForumID30&viewmode=threaded
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News from Nikon
D2H
Several interesting products are coming up from Nikon. Most
definitely the D2H is the product this winter and it is one of
the most interesting cameras from Nikon in years. Many of us
F5 users are drooling after this baby. The latest shoot-out we
have done at the racetrack, using the D1X, D1H and the D2H is
interesting to say the least. To give you a feel of the capacity
of this tool, check out the 1.5 MByte animated gif of 38 frames
at 8 fps located here:
http://www.nikonians-images.com/samples/d2h/D2Hmoviesm.gif
Download it by right-clicking on the image and let it run on your computer. It was shot using a
Nikkor AF-S 80-200 handheld. The frames are set to play at 0.125 second intervals, making the
movie run at the same speed as the car was captured in reality.
A hand-held radar gun pointed at the car showed 120 mph as it
passed the camera.
Ok, so how do you distinguish the new DSLR’s, like the D2H from
one of the analog SLR bodies? It’s easy: The grip on the DSLR’s
has the red triangle compared to the analog’s red bar.
There have been a lot of discussions on the D2H in the forums.
Many of them have circulated around the LBCAST JFET sensor
in DX format. For the ones of us who had the chance to listen to
Maarten Goosens discussing the sensor in Brussels, many
questions cleared. The JFET sensor will show us how capable it
is in the next months of heavy use and reviewing at Nikonians. The shoot-outs have been very
promising. You will soon be able to decide for yourself.
Some of the D2H features:
-Auto High-Speed sync
-New systems to metering white balance and color cast
-Wireless transmitter (WLAN)
-11 point AF system in a new Multi-CAM 2000 AF sensor module with Grouped Dynamic AF
-Shutter blackout comparable to F5 and
-Amazing 8 fps for up to 40 frames
The D2H users manual (17.1 Mbyte large) is available online from Nikon Europe in English, French
and German: http://www.nikon-euro.com/kdb/download/manuals/D2Hrm.htm
For lots of interesting discussions on this new pro body, you must visit the D1/D2 forum:
http://www.nikonians.org/usergroups/d2.html
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D70 – New Digital SLR
Tsutomu WAKABAYASHI, a Chief Designer for Nikon told us
some time back: “I think the goal of every digital camera
developer is to make an affordable digital SLR camera. … My
goal is to make a digital SLR camera that retails at about the
same price as the F80 (N80)…” Well, he has already done as
promised and will soon surprise us. We are ready for him at
the D70 forum where discussions around the recently
announced new digital SLR camera have started:
http://www.nikonians.org/cgi-bin/dcforum/
dcboard.cgi?az=list&forum=DCForumID86&conf=DCConfID3

Record Breaking F5
Service engineers at Nikon Germany’s Service Centre were amazed to discover during routine
servicing recently that a Nikon F5 had achieved 1,092,904 shutter releases without fault.
Translating into about 35 kilometers of film this figure is a testament to the durable design of
the mechanism, now also shared by the latest Nikon D2H Professional Digital SLR.
To put the 1,092,904 shutter releases into context, it equates to 34 hours of continuous shooting
at 8 frames per second. The camera is one of the bodies used in the Matthaus Photographic
Studio in Nuremburg, Germany.
Nikon Germany’s Service Manager Joachim Hoffman said: “This is the most shutter releases I
have ever seen. The F5 shutter is, in my opinion, definitely more durable than any other camera’s.
Because the F5 in question was well looked after and serviced regularly, that makes it last longerit’s a bit like going to the dentist!” he added.”
From: http://nikon.virtualpresscentre.co.uk/pressreleases/84.shtml

Nikon now in Poland
November 3rd 2003, Nikon Polska Sp. z o.o was officially founded in Warsaw, Poland. The polish
subsidiary of Nikon Corporation came about due to that Poland enters the European Union in
May 2004 and this will cause more Nikons being sold. The first Nikon subsidiary in Eastern Europe
was founded in Hungary 1991, followed by the Czech Republic in 1994. Further subsidiaries are
planned for the region.
Nikon Polska Sp. z. o.o
Ul. Postepu 14
02-676 Warszawa
Tel +48 (22) 6079 400
Fax +48 (22) 6079 411
http://www.nikon.pl
E-Mail: info@nikon.pl
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What’s Up Next?

In the next edition of THE NIKONIAN, we will take a deep plunge into the galleries, showing you
how the get the most out of your online presentation. The exciting shoot-outs of the D2H and
the D70 will also be summarized and a new series of workshops will be introduced.
We also expect that our new contest will be online by then, so stay tuned for an interesting 2004
with many things to come for Nikonians!
Advertisement
ePHOTOCRAFT.com provides excellent service to Nikonians in the USA
The new 24-120mm is available for shipping, first come first served. Check it out:
http://www.ephotocraft.com/Amazing/Itemdesc.asp?CartId=&ic=018208021451&tpc
The D100 is also available at an interesting price:
http://www.ephotocraft.com/Amazing/itemdesc.asp?ic=018208252060&sid=3
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